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Management Summary
Life these days tends to be more much complicated than we would like and, as a result, most of us try
to simplify it whenever we can – for the obvious benefit of making life easier but often also to keep costs
from burgeoning. However, often the hand of cards that we are dealt is the root of that complexity. For
example, when it comes to tools, it would be nice if we could get by without having to have duplicate
tools to handle both metric (measured in millimeters) and standard (formerly called “English”, measured
in inches) fasteners. Unfortunately, if you happen to have requirements to use both in the course of your
work, then you can’t only have one without limiting what you can do or the services that you can offer.
It would be nice if everything in life had the same specifications, so that we just can make things simpler. This is especially true for information technology in the data center. For example, when it comes to
disk drives, in recent decades there are prevailing de facto formats and interfaces. This makes it easier to
substitute one vendor’s SATA or SAS drive for another without serious complications. However, the
same is not true for tape cartridges and tape drives. While they all – at first glance – look similar, that’s
where the similarity ends. You can’t put a tape cartridge in an “alien” tape drive (one made to accommodate a different specification). Often, whether by intention, consolidation of data centers, or merger of
companies, a data center often ends up with multiple tape cartridge formats, usually in different vendor’s
tape libraries. This is exacerbated by the length of time that a library is kept, which often is 10 or more
years, and the amounts of data that now are being preserved for what in effect is “forever”.
In larger enterprise data centers, one often finds many generations of tape cartridges and drives for
each of the dominant formats: LTO-x, IBM TS11x0, and Oracle T10000x1. No doubt, you wouldn’t go
out and procure this mix if you were starting afresh today, but this is the hand that you were dealt. How
can you simplify this, especially at a time when your data volumes to be stored (and accessed) on tape are
growing at a very high rate?
In this issue of The Clipper Group Navigator, the focus is not on what makes these tape formats
different, but how to best deal with a multiplicity of them by answering this question: How does an
enterprise with one, two, or all three of these tape
formats reduce the inherent complexity that this
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The “x” is what indicates the generation of the specified tape format. Tape generations tend to happen on a two-to-four year cycle
and tend to offer an increase in capacity per cartridge and, often, higher performance capabilities.
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Edition, designed to consolidate the needs of the
enterprise with up to all three of the technologies
deployed, while lowering the on-going costs of
long-term storage. To learn more about the Spectra TFinity ExaScale Edition, please read on.

Long-Term Storage Growth in the
Data Center
The widespread growth of data storage is being fed by any number of sources, not the least of
which is the voracious appetite for historical
knowledge – with new sources appearing on a
regular basis – demanded by the business units of
every mid-sized and larger enterprise or government agency and the need to access it right now2.
Nowhere is this more common than in the media
and entertainment industries and in healthcare
practices and research, including video surveillance, medical imaging, and analytics applications. Some of this data must be available near
instantaneously, while waiting several minutes
for some of it is acceptable. Much, most, or all of
it, however, has the need to be preserved and protected, perhaps forever.
We all agree that urgent or “hot” data – that
which is being used for mission- and businesscritical purposes on a daily basis – must be
retained on the fastest storage devices that the
enterprise can afford.
However, in most
instances, costs of storage and retrieval are
significant variables in the storage location
decision. The most urgently needed data needs
to be stored in memory, SSDs, or (at least) on
HDDs. Data with little or no urgency, or “cold”
data, usually can be stored nearline or offline on
less expensive and slower storage devices.
You might ask: How much long-term storage capacity is needed now and in the future?
The answer probably is: I don’t know, except
that the amount of capacity is growing rapidly
and that rising costs are a big challenge.
Why Tape Makes Sense
In today’s data center environment, a great
number of files (and other items stored, such as
objects) rarely are updated, or even accessed, but
the volume of these files continues to grow and
must be retained to meet government, industry,
and competitive requirements, even though it is
unusual to be able to predict a future need to ac2

Right now is relative, of course. For some uses, this means
near instantaneous (i.e., in a very small fraction of a second).
For other uses, waiting several seconds is acceptable. For very
large files and objects, waiting for minutes tends to be OK.
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cess a particular data item. These growing accumulations of files and objects need to be managed without additional complexity or excessive
cost.
For many of the largest data centers, tape has
been the media of choice for long-term storage
due to its lower cost, despite the entreaties of
some that “tape is dead”. As we all are aware,
tape is far from dead. In fact, with the increased
capacity and lowered cost per terabyte of solidstate devices, spinning disk media may be retired
by SSDs. Put differently, rotating disks probably
will disappear from data centers in the decade
ahead but tape will live on.3
The ever-increasing burden being placed on
data centers by rapidly expanding storage
requirements and the rising costs for maintenance, administration, energy and floor space,
make tape libraries an even more attractive option than ever before. In fact, the costs associated
with energy and floor space may be less significant when compared to the fact that there simply
might not be enough energy to expand your existing data center. What costs would you be facing
if you were forced to build a new data center? I
suspect that the bottom line would be in the millions of Dollars or Euros.
While the access pattern for this amount of
data may be irregular, the need to access it still
exists. Whether it is for the occasional access to
acquire new analytical insight for improving
enterprise profitability or simply ensuring the
executive board that all of their files have been
preserved for regulatory purposes, enterprise
applications, and users must have access to each
and every file or object. At one time, this required data to be stored on disk for direct access,
but now, with the availability of LTFS4, files and
objects stored on tape typically can be accessed
within seconds to a few minutes. In fact, LTFS is
a self-describing format for archiving data files
and objects to tape, enabling users to make higher-level software changes without affecting their
ability to access data.
Unfortunately, as a result of a rapidly improving technology, as well as a series of mergers
3

For a discussion on lowering TCO by using tape,
see the issue of The Clipper Group Calculator dated July
15, 2015, entitled Continuing the Search for the Right
Mix of Long-Term Storage Infrastructure – A TCO
Analysis of Disk and Tape Solutions, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2015006.pdf.
4
LTFS is a mountable files system that manages and reads files
and objects stored on tape as if they were stored on disk, albeit
with a greater access time.
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Exhibit 1 — Snapshot of TFinity ExaScale Edition Features

Source: Spectra Logic

and acquisitions where different data center environments have been consolidated into a single
physical “glass house”, many enterprises find
themselves with a data center filled with a heterogeneous tape environment, some of it quite old.
This may result in costly and potentially inefficient duplication (especially for low-density
frames requiring a lot more frames and a lot more
floor space) and ever-increasing maintenance
costs due to aging legacy hardware that increasingly requires more servicing.

Spectra Logic’s TFinity ExaScale
Edition
One company, Spectra Logic, has taken a
new approach to not only integrate multiple tape
architectures into a single library platform, but
also to add significant new functionality for the
enterprise data center. Let’s take a look at the
Spectra TFinity ExaScale Edition, Spectra’s latest
tape innovations designed for simplified and consolidated long-term data protection – at large
scale. (See Exhibit 1, above, for a summary of its
features.)
Simply put, the Spectra TFinity ExaScale
Edition (or, more simply, TFinity ExaScale) is
the largest and most richly featured tape storage
system available, capable of storing an exabyte
of compressed data in a single string5. Designed
to meet the needs of the enterprise with exponential storage growth, especially for long-term storage, TFinity ExaScale addresses the rapidly
accelerating data growth required by the media
and entertainment industry and high-performance
5

A string is a linearly arranged collection of connected tape
library frames.

computing, as well as the enterprises engaged in
more traditional I/O. It delivers the performance,
reliability, and flexibility previously unseen. It
has a lower price point per GB per year and a
smaller, space-saving footprint for data center
space efficiency, when compared to previous
models, plus the unique capability to support all
three of the major tape formats, including LTO
and both of the “enterprise” tape formats from
IBM (TS11x06), and Oracle (T10000x7), enabling
a simplified migration from a heterogeneous tape
environment.
A TFinity ExaScale Library string can support up to one exabyte (EB) of data in a single
footprint storage system using current media
technology. In addition, Spectra has announced a
maximum library complex configuration consisting of eight strings for the largest enterprise data
centers. This includes up to:
 16 robots
 352 frames
 8.0 exabyte maximum capacity, using
TS1150 technology
 960 drives with data rates of up to 2.6
PB/hour (compressed)
 427,680 slots (depending upon deployed mix of tape formats)
See Exhibit 2, at the top of the next page, for a
6

See
dated December 9,
2014, entitled Spectra Logic Expands Tape Offering – Adds IBM
TS1150 Technology to Library Offering, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2014020.pdf.
7
See
dated September 12,
2013, entitled Oracle’s StorageTek T10000D Further Reduces
the TCO for Storing Data on Tape, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2013017.pdf.
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Exhibit 2 — Spectra Logic’s Mega-Library

Source: Spectra Logic

picture of the eight-string TFinity ExaScale
Library, including its specifications at maximum
scale.
Tri-Media Capability
In addition to all of the standard features
available on Spectra’s TFinity library family8,
the ExaScale Edition comes with the unique
“tri-media” capability. Spectra’s TFinity libraries
have had the capability to include frames and
tape drives for either LTO open systems technology or IBM TS tape technology, but not both at
the same time. Now, Spectra has upped the ante
by allowing ExaScale Edition libraries to deploy
three tape formats at the same time (or in any
lesser combination). In addition to LTO and
IBM TS formats, Oracle T10000x tape cartridges
and drives now can be included in a single
library. The addition of Oracle tape addresses the
requirements of some of the largest data centers
that have Oracle T10000x technology deployed,
as a result of previous investments or from legacy
deployments from a prior merger or acquisition.
This tri-media capability enables the consolidation of disparate tape libraries into a single
physical platform, allowing the integration or
migration of existing T10000x media and drives
8

An existing Spectra TFinity Library may be upgraded to a
TFinity ExaScale model by updating the firmware and by replacing of all Transporters with the new High-Performance
Transporter (HPT).

into a unified TFinity ExaScale environment with
simultaneous access. (See Exhibit 3, at the top of
the next page.) This enables the data center to
read any T10000x Oracle media, allowing users
to read and access (but not modify or write) their
data on existing Oracle cartridges within a Spectra Library. However, users can modify and save
a new copy on TS11x0 or LTO media.
This feature alone can significantly reduce
the complexity of the data center’s long-term
storage requirement, simplifying daily operation
and reducing the total cost of ownership.
Rational Robotics
However, this is not the only new feature
available with the ExaScale Edition. It comes
complete with a new, richer feature set, referred
to as Rational Robotics, which includes the following components and features.
 High-Performance Transporter9 – The
High-Performance Transporter (HPT) in the
TFinity ExaScale Edition was redesigned from
the ground up to provide increased performance, enhanced reliability, superior media
handling of all three tape media formats, and
heightened environmental sensing. Spectra’s
HPT accomplishes this and more with reduced
cycle/tape mount time (resulting in better performance) and increased mean time between
9

The transporter is TFinity’s cartridge picking, mounting, and
storage robot.
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Exhibit 3 — Tri-Media Capabilities of TFinity ExaScale

Source: Spectra Logic








10

failures (resulting in greater reliability). New
sensors and features, providing temperature
and humidity readings, boost the reliability of
Spectra’s HPT. For those Spectra customers
who would like to upgrade, it is possible to
mix one High Performance Transporter with
one legacy transporter or to upgrade to two
HPTs.
Improved TeraPorter – Fresh design modifications were made to the TeraPorter, the tall,
vertical arm inside the Spectra TFinity ExaScale Edition that positions the HPT at the
chamber or at the drive to allow the HPT to
handle each TeraPack10. Copper rails and carbon brushes deliver superior reliability and
longer up time over TFinity’s previous robotic
subsystem.
Higher Expandability – The maximum number of frames in a string has grown from 40 to
44, further increasing the overall slot count.
MediaIQ – MediaIQ is the performance technology that enables the TFinity ExaScale Edition to queue up to six moves at a time to select
the most efficient order in which to execute
these moves. MediaIQ also greatly enhances
the library’s utilization of the robotics system
by picking the best robot for each move.
SlotIQ – SlotIQ is the performance technology
that enables the TFinity ExaScale Edition to
reduce the amount of robotic movement
required for any set of moves. The technology
operates in such a way that redundant and
wasteful moves are completely eliminated and

A TeraPack is a magazine that holds up to ten tape cartridges
per storage shelf.

many moves can be performed with little
robotic movement.
 Dual Robot Operations – The TFinity ExaScale Edition’s dual robotics design delivers
improved performance with the kind of faulttolerance that challenging 24x7 environments
demand. The dual robotics deliver rapid tape
exchanges by sharing the workload and ensuring that each robot is performing the best
moves given the position of each robot. In addition, if one robot fails, the other will continue
to work the entire string, ensuring that the
library is constantly operational. By using
Spectra’s TeraPack architecture, multiple cartridges can be moved with a single Transporter
action, thus improving the operational efficiency of a TFinity Library.
 Cold Storage – TFinity ExaScale enables the
deployment of lower-cost storage slots that are
invisible to the enterprise application. TFinity
ExaScale introduces the concept of cold storage for organization looking for affordable
vault space in their library. A partition is created that will allow anything stored in it to be
invisible to the applications that are involved,
which traditionally base their software licensing charges per tape cartridge and slot deployed11. This feature might drastically reduce
the cost of maintaining a nearline copy on tape.
When data that is in cold storage needs to be
accessed, one of the two robots in the library
can pick that TeraPack and move it to an
accessible location, thus making the data on
11

In addition, if you can move the data to a denser cartridge,
your software costs might be reduced further.
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the cartridges accessible. Cold storage slots
are not only invisible to the users’ ISVs, but
also carry a discounted slot charge from Spectra. This eliminates the cost of application
licenses for infrequently used data and reduces
library slot licensing, while keeping the data
available nearline. Thus, the enterprise can
avail itself of offline storage with online
access.
 BlackPearl Integration – Spectra Logic now
has announced several feature enhancements to
its BlackPearl Deep Storage Gateway and Client Certification Program. BlackPearl provides a single interface to tape and disk using
cloud protocols, becoming increasingly essential as content and data management continue
to play an increasingly pivotal role in the digital age. 12 TFinity ExaScale is delivered from
the factory ready for Black Pearl integration,
enabling rack or other library top-mounted
gear to house a BlackPearl appliance, delivering an object storage interface to tape. The latest announcement introduces three key BlackPearl features.
 Public Cloud Storage – BlackPearl
now can automatically send a copy of
data to the public cloud for customers
who seek content distribution with a
cloud initiative, or who use cloud for
disaster recovery.
 Replication –BlackPearl now has the
ability to replicate from one BlackPearl
system to another automatically, allowing an active/active geographical separation of data.
 Access Content Faster – BlackPearl
now delivers online archive expansion,
which enables nearly instant access to
content and accelerates the overall
workflow and system response time.
Less-frequently-accessed content can
be stored on Spectra ArcticBlue nearline disk and rarely-accessed content
can be archived indefinitely on Spectra’s tape library family. This feature
includes an automatic time-based
delete feature that can be customized
by the storage administrator.
 Dual AC Power – Spectra multi-frame PDU
allows one power drop for the main library
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frame, acting like a giant power strip and
allowing each frame to plug into the PDU rather than requiring a separate drop. If redundancy in power is required, two Spectra PDUs
would be needed
 LogIQ – LogIQ is a new centralized report that
gathers and stores all logs and trouble reports,
providing users with the ability to easily send
all valuable reports to Spectra’s support
department. This will result in less downtime
and a more rapid diagnosis of problems.
 Customized Skins (Optional) – TFinity ExaScale enables the customization of its skins
with an endless range of possibilities. Enterprises can graphically customize panels nearly
any way that they like, adding a personalized
touch to the data center.
Collectively, these new features help satisfy
the needs of even the largest tape libraries.

Conclusion
If you have exponential data growth, complex long-term storage requirements, and an
existing storage environment that includes – or
will include – media in several or all three of the
major tape formats (LTO, TS11x0, and
T10000x), it is no wonder that your long-term
storage environment is too expensive, Spectra’s
TFinity ExaScale Edition – with the largest
single library (up to 1 EB of capacity) and the
largest library complex available (up to 8 EB
of capacity) – may be the only library that can
scale big enough to satisfy the largest of
requirements while also solving many of your
data center challenges. The TFinity ExaScale
Edition will enable your storage data center to
gain control of long-term storage costs by consolidating and simplifying your existing tape library
environments (by up to 50%) and reducing floor
space, energy consumption, and administrative
requirements.
How much can your data
center save if they can consolidate two or three tape architectures into a single tape library?
Given the performance, reliability, and flexibility provided by Spectra Logic’s TFinity ExaScale Library,
you have a lot to figure out.
Get started ASAP!
SM

12

See
dated November 18,
2013, entitled Simplifying Long-Term Storage of Historical Data
– Spectra Logic Introduces BlackPearl, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2013022.pdf.
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